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Methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) is a flavoprotein, involved in one-carbon pathway and is responsible for folate and homocysteine metabolism. Regulation of MTHFR is pivotal for maintaining the cellular
concentrations of methionine and SAM (S-adenosyl methionine) which are essential for the synthesis of nucleotides and amino acids, respectively. Therefore, mutations in MTHFR leads to its dysfunction resulting in
conditions like homocystinuria, cardiovascular diseases, and neural tube defects in infants. Among these conditions, homocystinuria has been highly explored, as it manifests ocular disorders, cognitive disorders and
skeletal abnormalities. Hence, in this study, we intend to explore the mutational landscape of human MTHFR
isoform-1 (h.MTHFR-1) to decipher the most pathogenic variants pertaining to homocystinuria. Thus, a multilevel stringent prioritization of non-synonymous mutations in h.MTHFR-1 by integrative machine learning approaches was implemented to delineate highly deleterious variants based on its pathogenicity, impact on
structural stability and functionality. Subsequently, extended molecular dynamics simulations and molecular
docking studies were also integrated in order to prioritize the mutations that perturbs structural stability and
functionality of h.MTHFR-1. In addition, displacement of Loop (Arg157-Tyr174) and helix α9 (His263-Ser272)
involved in open/closed conformation of substrate binding domain were also probed to confirm the functional
loss. On juxtaposed analysis, it was inferred that among 126 missense mutations screened, along with known
pathogenic mutations (H127 T, A222 V, T227 M, F257 V and G387D) predicted that W500C, P254S and D585 N
variants could be potentially driving homocystinuria. Thus, uncovering the prospects for inclusion of these
mutations in diagnostic panels based on further experimental validations.

1. Introduction
The human 5, 10 Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (h.MTHFR)
is a cytosolic flavoprotein, involved in one-carbon pathway, catalyses
the conversion of homocysteine to methionine thereby regulating folate
and homocysteine metabolism [1]. MTHFR regulation is pivotal in the
maintenance of cellular concentrations of methionine and S-adenosyl
methionine (SAM) which are essential for cellular processes like
synthesis of nucleotides and amino acids [2]. Therefore, disruption of
MTHFR functionality promotes accumulation of homocysteine leading
to homocystinuria condition. Homocystinuria is a rare metabolic condition that occurs due to excessive accumulation of homocysteine in the

blood and urine. This disorder leads to various malfunctions in eyes,
central nervous, skeletal, and vascular systems [3].
The h.MTHFR is comprised of serine-rich region N-terminal (35
amino acids), a TIM barrel catalytic domain (Glu40–Gly337) followed
by a disordered linker sequence (Met338–Val362) that connects to the
C-terminus regulatory domain (Arg363–Asn644). Regulation of
h.MTHFR is mediated by binding of substrates: NADP, CH3-THF ((6S)5-methyl-5, 6, 7, 8-tetrahydrofolate) and co-factor FAD (Flavin adenine
dinucleotide) to the catalytic domain [4]. It is also regulated by binding
of SAH (S-adenosyl homocysteine) to the regulatory domain which
hinders SAM-mediated allosteric inhibition. The folding dynamics of
regulatory domain enables enzymatic inhibition in the catalytic domain

Abbreviations: MTHFR, Methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase; NADPH, Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate; SAM, S-adenosylmethionine; THF,
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via linker region, thus featuring allosterism. A lower cellular ratio of
SAM/SAH suggests a reduced activity of human MTHFR. This, in turn,
leads to a more active enzyme that is less susceptible to SAM inhibition.
Conversely, at higher ratios of SAM/SAH, MTHFR becomes less active
resulting in complete inhibition by SAM. It is also speculated that the
alteration in the exposure of N-terminal extension (phosphorylation
site) to play a key role in the modification of MTHFR upon dysregulation of SAM and SAH at cellular levels [5].
As evidenced in previous studies, 70 inherited missense mutations
are reported to cause MTHFR deficiency. Among these, 38 mutations
are known to occur at the catalytic domain while 20 to span across the
regulatory domain, and the other 6 mutations were found to span the
linker region [4]. Of these, around 40 mutations were associated with
homocystinuria [6], that may lead to ocular disorders, neurodegenerative disorders, skeletal abnormalities, improper clotting and cognitive disorders. In ocular context, homocystinuria predominantly leads
to retinopathy, pseudoexfoliative glaucoma maculopathy, cataract,
optic atrophy and retinal vessel atherosclerosis and are also characterised by impaired vascular endothelial function, apoptosis of retinal
ganglion cells, extracellular matrix alterations, and oxidative stress
[7,8]. The commonly occurring gene variants C677 T and A1298C are
known to result in 50 %–60 % decreased catalytic activity [9–11].
However, C677 T reported to be more prevalent in primary open-angle
glaucoma (POAG) than in pseudoexfoliation open-angle glaucoma
(PEXG) [12]. Earlier studies also reported that higher levels of homocysteine to correlate to a number of ocular conditions such as age-related macular degeneration [13], optic neuropathy [14], etc [15]. Besides, it was also determined that homocysteine levels could be an
useful indicator for high-risk diabetic retinopathy in type-2 diabetic
patients [16]. In an earlier study on patients with pseudoexfoliation
glaucoma, open-angle glaucoma and normal-tension glaucoma, it was
revealed that homocysteine levels to be elevated. It was also reported
that while vitamins B6 and B12 were not linked to lower rates of
glaucoma, folate was tied to a suggestive lower rate of exfoliation
glaucoma [17]. The association of higher levels of homocysteine with
increased risk of glaucoma has been inconclusive and requires further
investigation.
So far, there is a dearth of studies that properly associate MTHFR
mutations to homocystinuria implementing integrative methods involving sequence analysis, machine learning and structure-function relationships. Hence, by this study, we intend to perform extensive
computational analysis of all the reported mutants of MTHFR to infer
the more pathogenic forms associated to homocystinuria condition.
Non-synonymous SNPs of h.MTHFR were sequentially prioritized based
on their pathogenicity, impact on structural stability and functionality
using bioinformatics protocols which involves sequence-based analysis,
machine learning approaches, molecular modelling, molecular dynamics simulations and substrate docking studies. This study is first of
its kind that attempts to associate human MTHFR isoform-1 (h.MTHFR1) mutants to ocular disorders in the context of homocystinuria.

2.1. Retrieval of SNPs
The SNP datasets for MTHFR were retrieved from the NCBI dbSNP
database [18] based on Gene ID: 4524. Other reported pathogenic SNPs
were retrieved from OMIM (https://www.omim.org/) [19], HGMD
(http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/ac/index.php) [20] and ClinVar (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/) [21] databases. All these datasets
were collated as a single repository of nsSNPs and used for further
prioritization studies.
2.2. Refinement of MTHFR crystal structure
The amino acid sequence of human MTHFR isoform-1 (h.MTHFR-1)
(Uniprot ID: P42898) was subjected to Disopred3 prediction [22] in
order to eliminate the disordered regions for subsequent analysis. The
crystal structure of h.MTHFR-1 (PDB ID: 6FCX A) [23] had 19 missing
residues (Met37-Pro39, Ile161-Gly171, Ser392-Ala396) and had an
Alanine substituted at its 453rd position instead of Glutamine. Hence,
the Wild type (WT), as per Uniprot sequence record (Uniprot ID:
P42898) was modelled using Modeller v9.21 [24] with 6FCXA as the
structural template. Among 100 models generated, the optimal one was
chosen based on the lowest DOPE score [25]. Further, loop refinement
was carried out to constrain the loop-forming residues in order to enhance the plausibility of the model with the least number of residues in
the disallowed regions of the Ramachandran plot [26].
2.3. Sequence based pathogenicity prediction of nsSNPs
As our focus is on deciphering the structural and functional impact
of missense mutations on h.MTHFR-1, the pathogenicity of all the
collated nsSNPs were predicted using various algorithms right from
sequence to structural level. Further, a consensus scoring was implemented towards stringent prioritization of pathogenic variants. In
this study, 10 different prediction servers were used for prioritization
based on consensus scoring, namely, SIFT [27], SNPs&GO [28], PROVEAN [29], Meta-SNP [30], SNAP [31], PhDSNP [32], PredictSNP [33],
PolyPhen-2 [34], PMut [35] and MutPred [36].
Among these servers, SIFT (Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant) and
PROVEAN (Protein Variation Effect Classifier) operates based on sequence and evolutionary-based conservation, whilst, PolyPhen-2
(Polymorphism Phenotyping v2) utilises both sequence and structurebased strategy. Servers that implement machine-learning approaches
such as SVM (Support Vector Machines), random forest and neural
network were also used for predicting the pathogenicity of nsSNPs:
SNPs&GO and PhD-SNP (Predictor of Human Deleterious Single
Nucleotide Polymorphisms) for SVM approach, Meta-SNP and MutPred
(Mutation Prediction) for Random forest classifier approach. To implement a neural network-based approach, SNAP (Screening for NonAcceptable Polymorphisms), PredictSNP and PMut (Prediction of pathological Mutation on proteins) were used. On the basis of the maximal consensus agreement of pathogenicity across these 10 predictions,
the most pathogenic mutants were shortlisted for further thermal stability analysis.

2. Methods
To start with, crystal structure of h.MTHFR (PDB ID: 6CFX) was
refined to fix missing residues and atoms. Subsequently, all the reported
non-synonymous SNPs of h.MTHFR were retrieved and prioritized
based on its deleterious effects on structure-function relationships with
an additional thrust on its manifestation in homocystinuria. Further,
the 3D structures of these prioritised mutant forms were modelled and
their structural stability was analysed using molecular dynamics approach. Finally, the most pathogenic forms were shortlisted based on
perturbations in the binding affinity to the substrates. The methodologies implemented are discussed in detail in the following sections
(Fig. 1).

2.4. Thermal Stability analysis of the prioritized Non-synonymous missense
mutations
The change in protein stability caused by the shortlisted deleterious
mutations at the structural level were calculated in parallel with different tools, namely, DUET [37], SDM [38], mCSM [39], I-Mutant 3.0
[40], CUPSAT [41] and DynaMut [42]. Generally, change in free energy
(ΔΔG) of the protein structure corresponds to either a stabilising (-ΔΔG)
or a destabilising (+ΔΔG) effect on the protein structure. Therefore, the
nsSNPs that are prone to have a higher destabilising effect on the
MTHFR structural stability across different predictive methods were
deemed as deleterious and destabilizing. The predictive methods were
2
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of sequential filtration implemented for prioritising the most pathogenic mutants of MTHFR.

based on machine learning approaches [(SDM (Site Directed Mutator),
I-Mutant3.0], graph-based signatures [mCSM (mutation Cutoff Scanning Matrix)], and a hybrid of both graph-based signatures and Normal
Mode Analysis (NMA) [DynaMut]. DUET which combined the scoring
of SDM and mCSM based on SVM trained with Sequential Minimal
Optimization was also implemented for improved predictive accuracy.
Additionally, CUPSAT (Cologne University Protein Stability Analysis
Tool) was also used to infer the loss in structural stability. CUPSAT
operates based on the atomic potentials that are specific to the structural environment, as well as data pertaining to torsion angle potentials.
On the basis of maximal consensus agreement of structural destabilization across all these predictions, the most deleterious and structurally
destabilizing mutants were shortlisted and proceeded for functionality
analysis.

sequence and structure-based analysis were predicted by homology
modelling using Modeller v9.21 with the wild type (WT) h.MTHFR-1
structure as a template. The mutation for each model was manually
incorporated in the wild sequence retrieved from Uniprot (ID: P42898).
For each shortlisted mutant (the prioritized and functionally classified
mutant forms), 100 models were generated and the best model chosen
based on lowest DOPE score were proceeded to MD simulation. All the
MD simulations were performed using Gromacs 5.1.4 [43] simulation
package with Gromos53a6 [44] as force field. The modelled WT and
mutant forms of h.MTHFR-1 were centred in a cubic environment of
1Aº and was solvated using the SPC (single point charge) water model.
Further, the solvated systems were then neutralised using sodium
counter ions and were energy minimized using the steepest descent
algorithm for 50,000 steps. During these steps, the coulombs and
Vander Waals interactions were maintained at a cut-off of 0.9 nm and
1.0 nm, respectively. Later, the system was equilibrated under NVT and
NPT ensemble using Leap-frog integrator for 100 ps (ps) while simultaneously maintaining Berendsen temperature coupling [45] and
pressure coupling at 300 K and 1 bar, respectively. Also, the long-range
electrostatics were maintained by Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) and
short-range electrostatics maintained by coulombs and Vander Waals at
a cut off 1.0 nm each at a time-step of 10 fs (fs). LINCS algorithm [46]
was used to maintain the geometry of molecules. A well-equilibrated
system was then subjected to MD simulations for 50 ns (ns) each at
300 K without any constraints, where the conformations were sampled
at an interval of 2 ps. Finally, the trajectory of WT and mutant types of
h. MTHFR were analysed using GROMACS utilities to plot the root
mean square deviation (RMSD), root mean square fluctuation (RMSF),
radius of gyration (Rg), solvent accessibility surface area (SASA), potential energy (PE), number of distinct intramolecular hydrogen bonds
and the intermolecular hydrogen bonds with FAD. The trajectory plots
for all the above analysis were generated using XMGRACE software
(http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/). In addition, the significance of mutants with WT-MTHFR was also evaluated using t-student test for the dynamic behaviour such as compactness, catalytic site
loop movement and displacement of the FAD interacting residues.

2.5. Functionality analysis of most pathogenic and structurally destabilizing
mutations
The mutants that perturbs the structural stability of proteins shall
also have greater impact on its functionality, therefore MutPred was
used in order to assess the impact of the prioritized most pathogenic
and structurally destabilizing mutations on h.MTHFR functionality.
MutPred (Mutation Prediction) [36] analyses the changes caused by
amino acid substitutions at a molecular level and provides a ‘p’ score
which represents the impact on the structural and/or functional properties such as gain or loss of helical structures, intrinsic disorderness,
phosphorylation, allosteric and catalytic sites. However, for this study,
the loss of catalytic and allosteric sites were considered as homocystinuria arises due to functional loss in h.MTHFR. Thus, the most
pathogenic mutant forms were prioritized and segregated into three
categories based on functional loss in allosteric site, catalytic site and in
both allosteric and catalytic sites of h. MTHFR-1.
2.6. Structural Stability analysis of WT and functionally classified mutant
forms of h.MTHFR-1 by molecular dynamics simulation
The three-dimensional structure of the resulting mutants based on
3
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Fig. 2. Modelled Wild type structure of h.MTHFR-1 shown as cartoon representation with catalytic domain (red), regulatory domain (blue) and linker region (green).

2.7. Essential dynamics analysis

(corresponds to ΔG) was chosen as the optimal ligand-bound conformation and its intermolecular contacts were visualized using Ligand
interactions module of MOE.

In order to estimate the global concerted movement which represents the functional behaviour of the protein, Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and free energy landscape (FEL) analysis were performed [47,48]. Principal component analysis is a multivariate statistical method that utilises atomic coordinates and Eigen vectors to address the collective motion of the macromolecules and linearly
transforming the data as covariance matrix. In this study, the covariance matrices were generated using g_covar module, while 10 Eigen
vectors were generated using “g_anaeig” module. Further, the two
principal components (PC) with minimum deviation and least cosine
value of nearly ∼0.5 were considered for the 2D projection of Free
energy landscape. Finally, the resulting minimum energy cluster of the
protein illustrating the stable near native conformation were used for
further studies.
Furthermore, to evaluate the convergence of essential subspace a
comparative study on Eigen vectors obtained from simulations of WT
and mutant forms of h-MTHFR-1 were analysed using RMSIP (Root
Mean Square inner product). It also provides insights on the dynamical
behaviour based on the overlap of the corresponding trajectories
[49–51]. In this study, each essential subspace was defined by the 10
eigenvectors with trajectory time interval of 10 ns throughout the MD
simulation of 50 ns. In order to determine the quantitative measure of
trajectory convergence of the proteins along the timescale, the RMSIP
was computed for 10 Eigen vectors from every 10 ns. The values of
RMSIP falls between 0 and 1; if RMSIP is 0, its denotes no correlation
and they are mutually orthogonal. If RMSIP value is 1, then they are
completely correlated and are known to have identical subspaces.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Retrieval of SNPs of MTHFR and pathogenicity prediction
The combined nsSNPs datasets were classified into synonymous
(262) and non-synonymous (619) mutations. Among these, 126 nonsynonymous missense mutations corresponding to h.MTHFR isoform-1
(h.MTHFR-1) were retrieved and further analysed for pathogenicity
using various insilico methods.
3.2. Remodelling of wild-type h.MTHFR-1
Sequence based disordered prediction revealed that the N-terminal
residues Met1-Leu37 and the C-terminal residues Leu643-Pro656 to be
highly disordered as shown in FigS1. Therefore, Wild-type (WT)
h.MTHFR-1 (38–642) was modelled and the structure was refined by
fixing missing residues and atoms while retaining FAD co-factor.
Among the generated models, the model with the least DOPE score was
considered as the best model which showed 94.7 % residues in the
allowed region of Ramachandran plot. The residues Asn137, Arg308,
Ser356, Glu610, Leu612 and Tyr613 were fixed by loop refinement.
Finally, the refined WT h.MTHFR-1 (Fig. 2) showed 95.1 % residues in
the most favoured region.

2.8. Molecular Docking of substrates to the WT and mutant forms of
h.MTHFR-1

3.3. Sequence based pathogenicity prediction
Sequence based pathogenicity prediction was carried out for 126 of
the missense mutations of the h.MTHFR-1. Among these, 63 were found
to span the catalytic domain, 5 in linker region and 51 in regulatory
domain. The rest of 7 mutations were found to span the disordered
regions at N and C terminus. In order to predict the highly damaging
missense mutations, the 10 aforementioned prediction tools were employed. The nsSNPs were considered highly pathogenic, only if these
were predicted to be deleterious across all the 10 predictive methods.
Consequently, 43 of the 126 variants were predicted to be deleterious,
of which 24 were present in the catalytic domain, 1 in linker region and
the other 18 in regulatory domain (Table S1).

The structures of substrate CH3-THF, and SAH were retrieved from
PubChem [52] and prepared using Obabel [53]. Further, these structures were then energy minimised using MMFF94 [54], with a nonbonded cut-off set to 8 Å. These optimised structures were then docked
to the catalytic site (CH3-THF) and allosteric site (SAH) using the DOCK
module of MOE. This was performed for all the modelled variants. Here,
an Induced fit docking was performed over the proxy triangle matcher
in order to structurally accommodate these molecules. The top five
docked poses were ranked based on London DG scoring and were further refined using AMBER99 forcefield. The poses were also rescored
using GBVI/WSA DG score [55,56]. Finally, the lowest value of S
4
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3.4. Thermal stability analysis of highly pathogenic mutants as predicted by
sequence based consensus scoring

loss at allosteric site, catalytic site or at both. By this segregation, 11
such mutations were chosen for further studies namely, H127 T, G221R,
A222 V, T227 M, P254S, F257 V, G387D, G387S, R388C, W500C and
D585 N (Table 1). During this study, it was predicted that both G387S
and R388C seem to confer loss of N-linked glycosylation at Asn391. In
case of W500C, it was inferred to gain a disulfide linkage, whereas
G221R was predicted to confer functional loss at the allosteric site. In
case of G387S, R388C and D585 N, functional loss at the catalytic site
was predicted. A222 V and W500C were found to result in functional
loss at both allosteric and catalytic sites. Thus, these 11 mutations
segregated based on functionality loss at allosteric site (G221R, P254S,
F257 V), catalytic site (G387D, G387S, R388C, D585 N) and loss at both
allosteric and catalytic sites (H127 T, A222 V, T227 M, W500C) shall
affect the binding affinity with the SAM, SAH and/or the substrate,
thereby shall lead to functional loss of MTHFR, attributable to homocystinuria condition.

Further, the 43 highly pathogenic mutations were subjected to
thermal stability analysis using aforementioned 6 predictive methods in
order to shortlist the structurally destabilising mutations. In this analysis, CUPSAT and SDM predicted 38 variants to feature probable destabilising effect. DynaMut inferred the highest (34) number of destabilising effects. SDM and DUET predicted 38 and 37 of the variants to
destabilise upon mutation, respectively. Variants that had a decrease in
thermal stability across all the 6 servers were taken for further analysis
to infer the functional impact on the protein. There were 32 such mutations among the 43 analysed that might confer destabilising changes,
of which the catalytic domain, the linker region and the regulatory
domain consisted of 15, 1 and 16 mutation(s), respectively (Table S2).
3.5. Functional impact Prediction for most pathogenic and destabilizing
mutants

3.6. Comparative MD analysis of mutants causing functionality loss in
allosteric site of h. MTHFR-1

Further, the 32 mutations prioritized in the previous step were
subjected to MutPred prediction to analyze the Functional impact. The
MutPred score for the 32 mutations ranged from 0.646 to 0.968. Among
these, 29 showed a score greater than 0.8, thereby suggestive of deleterious impact on the protein functionality (Table 1). Furthermore,
these 29 variants were reprioritized based on confinement of functional

From the comparative trajectory analysis (Fig. 3a), it could be inferred that F257 V to show the most varied backbone RMSD (∼0.5 nm)
than WT when compared to other mutants. From the trajectory plot, it
could also be noted that G221R to not have attained stability and also to
exhibit higher deviations at the last 5 ns. On comparative Radius of

Table 1
Functional impact analysis on h.MTHFR-1 variants with high destabilising effects. Loss in catalytic and/or
allosteric site (bold).

*Loss in functionality highlighted in red; Gain in functionality highlighted in green.

5
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Fig. 3. Comparative MD simulation analysis of WT h.MTHFR-1 (black) along with mutants with functionality loss: At allosteric site (G221R (cyan), P254S (orange)
and F257 V (green)); At catalytic site (G387D (indigo), G387S (dark green), R388C (maroon) and D585 N (yellow)); At both allosteric and catalytic sites
(H127 T(red), A222 V(blue), T227 M(Turquoise) and W500C (Magenta)); RMSD plot (a) Mutants with functionality loss at allosteric site (b) Mutants with functionality loss at catalytic site (c) Mutants with functionality loss at both allosteric and catalytic sites; Inter-hydrogen bond plot with respect to FAD (d) Mutants with
functionality loss at allosteric site (e) Mutants with functionality loss at catalytic site (f) Mutants with functionality loss at both allosteric and catalytic sites.

Gyration (Rg) analysis (Table 2), it could be inferred that G221R mutant showed least structural compactness (∼2.87 nm) followed by
P254S (∼2.76 nm) and F257 V (∼2.74 nm) mutants than WT
(∼2.04 nm), which could be attributed to its open conformation. In
case of domain based Rg analysis (Table2), P257 V was the only mutant
with a high Rg value of ∼2.04 nm with respect to catalytic domain,
while G221R and P254S mutants showed a slightly higher Rg than WT

with respect to regulatory domain. However, the mutants namely
F257 V (-1.91e+06 kJ/mol) and P254S (-1.97e+06 kJ/mol) showed a
drastic increase in their potential energy thereby signifying the destabilising effects of these mutants (Table 3). All the mutants seem to be
less solvent accessible in nature (Table 4), with a SASA value of
300 nm2 when compared to the WT (270 nm2). This also correlates with
the intramolecular hydrogen bond interactions (Table 4), as mutants

Table 2
Overall and domain specific (catalytic & Regulatory) Radius of gyration (Rg) analysis for WT and mutant forms of h.MTHFR-1. The average values and their
respective standard deviations were calculated for entire 50 ns. In this the H0 columns the hypothesis H0: RgWT ≠ RgMT, H0: Cat_RgWT ≠ Cat_RgMT, H0:
Reg_RgWT ≠ Reg_RgMT obtained is tested at P < 0.05 confidence using t-student test. Rg value difference between the mutants with respective to WT are
noted, where the colouring is based on low (Green) to higher (Red) range.

6
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Table 3
Potential Energy and varying distance of the substrate binding Loop (Arg157-Tyr174) [catL4] and helix a9
(His263-Ser272) [catH9] at the catalytic domain for WT and mutant forms of h.MTHFR-1. The average values
and their respective standard deviations were calculated for entire 50 ns. In this the H0 columns the hypothesis
H0: PEWT ≠ PEMT, H0: SubWT ≠ SubMT, respectively obtained is tested at P < 0.05 confidence using t-student
test. Average value difference between the mutants with respective to WT are noted, where the colouring is
based on low (Green) to higher (Red) range.

Table 4
Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) and Number of Intra-hydrogen bonds are calculated for the for
WT and mutant forms of h.MTHFR-1. The average values and their respective standard deviations were
calculated for entire 50 ns. In this the H0 columns the hypothesis H0: SASAWT ≠ SASAMT, H0: HBWT ≠
HBMT respectively obtained is tested at P < 0.05 confidence using t-student test. Average value difference between the mutants with respective to WT are noted, where the colouring is based on low
(Green) to higher (Red) range.

G221R and P254S showed notable variations than WT of h.MTHFR.
RMSF plot analysis (Fig. 4a-c) of WT revealed that most of the fluctuations were due to loop conferring residues. However, α17 (Glu428Ser440) and β14 (Asn557-Ile563) regions of the regulatory domain

were also found to attain higher fluctuations of 0.45 nm and 0.58 nm,
respectively. Among the three mutants prioritized, P254S seemed to
exhibit the higher fluctuation throughout the production run. In specific to residual fluctuations at catalytic domain, it was highly noted
7
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Fig. 4. Comparative residue fluctuation analysis along the MD simulation highlighted with higher fluctuating region of WT h.MTHFR-1 (black) along with mutants
with functionality loss: At allosteric site (G221R (cyan), P254S (orange) and F257 V (green)); At catalytic site (G387D (indigo), G387S (dark green), R388C (maroon)
and D585 N (yellow)); At both allosteric and catalytic sites (H127 T(red), A222 V(blue), T227 M(Turquoise) and W500C (Magenta)); Catalytic domain (a) Mutants
with functionality loss at allosteric site (d) Mutants with functionality loss at catalytic site (g) Mutants with functionality loss at both allosteric and catalytic sites;
Linker region (b) Mutants with functionality loss at allosteric site (e) Mutants with functionality loss at catalytic site (h) Mutants with functionality loss at both
allosteric and catalytic sites; Regulatory domain (c) Mutants with functionality loss at allosteric site (f) Mutants with functionality loss at catalytic site (i) Mutants
with functionality loss at both allosteric and catalytic sites.

that α7 (Phe207-Gly220) which takes part in the binding of FAD,
fluctuated significantly lesser in mutants than in WT, while the α4
(Ser109-Asn120) of F257 V showed a higher fluctuations than the WT.
Apart from that, it was also noted that fluctuation of α11 (Asp291Ser312) and loop segment (Arg157-Tyr174) in G221R were found to
influence the displacement of the FAD interacting residues (Table 5). In
case of regulatory domain α18 (Ala462-Leu466) which is known to be
involved in SAH binding showed discernible fluctuations in all mutants,
with F257 V having the highest. Whereas α21 (Pro604-Asn615) in the
G221R exhibited highest RMSF (∼0.6 nm) among all the mutants, with
respect to WT.
From the distance analysis of the FAD interacting residues (Table 5),
the drastic displacement of the prominent hydrogen bond forming residues namely Gly158, Asp159, Asp210 was shown only in G221R
mutant than WT among other mutants. While the other residues namely
Trp95 in F257 V, His127 and His201 in P254S were found to be highly
displaced from FAD than WT. Due to this drastic displacement of these
residues from FAD than WT, the interactions between these were observed to be significantly decreased as inferred inter-hydrogen bond
plot (Fig. 3d). In this, F257 V was found to maintain at least 5 hydrogen
bonds with FAD while other mutants G221R, P254S and WT maintained a 7–8 stable interactions throughout the MD run (Fig. 3d). From
overall trajectory analysis, it could also be inferred that Loop (Arg157Tyr174) [catL4] and helix α9 (His263-Ser272) [catH9] that spans the
catalytic domain contributes for open/closed conformations of the

substrate binding site at the catalytic domain. Hence, based on the
distance between Loop catL4 and helix catH9 of substrate binding site
(Table 3), it could be observed that WT to have maintained an open
conformation of the substrate binding cavity towards accommodating
the substrate. It was also found that F257 V to follow a similar open
conformation to that of WT. While, the other mutants P254S and G221R
has showed a closed conformation, thereby enabling the partial accommodation of the substrate.
The highest average Coulomb-short range interactions (electrostatic
interaction) was observed in P254S (-806.484 KJ/mol) than WT and
other mutants. However, F257 V showed the least average interaction
of -303.9568 KJ/mol. On contrary, the Lennard jones-short range interactions (Vander Waals interaction) were almost same with minimal
differences in all the mutants except for F257 V (Fig.S3). From all these
analysis, it could be inferred that short range coulomb interactions to
play a major role in the intermolecular connect between protein and
FAD.
Based on the Eigen vector projection analysis (Fig.S3), it was inferred that P254S have explored a larger subspace of 84.847 nm2 than
the WT and other mutants. While G221R and P257S confer minimal
subspace variation when compared to WT. This clearly implies that the
P254S mutant has induced higher flexibility than WT and other mutants. Moreover, the independent overlapping of eigen vectors of each
mutants and the WT of h-MTHFR-1 resulted in RMSIP higher than 0.6,
indicates fair convergence of the trajectories as it tends towards 1
8
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Table 5
Displacement of FAD interacting residues for WT and mutants of h.MTHFR-1. The average values and their respective standard deviations were calculated for entire
50 ns followed. In this the H0 columns the hypothesis H0: DistWT ≠ DistMT obtained is tested at P < 0.05 confidence using t-student test. Average value difference
between the mutants with respective to WT are noted, where the colouring is based on low (Green) to higher (Red) range.

(Table S4). However, comparison of essential subspace of mutants
(G221R, P254S, F257 V) corresponding to WT, resulted in RMSIP value
of about 0.5 for mutants G221R and P254S, while 0.6 for F257 V mutant (Table 6). This represents that F257 V mutant is fairly correlating
with WT than other mutants.
On superimposing the near native conformation with the initial
structure, prominent structural changes were observed in α2-α3, β7 of

catalytic domains in almost all the 3 mutant forms studied (Fig. 5).
From the secondary structure analysis (Fig.S2), it was observed that the
mutant G221R has undergone drastic structural changes than other
mutants since its secondary structure α2, α11, α20-21 have completely
lost and have transformed as loops, bends and turns. In specific to α18
(SAH interacting segment), the drastic structural transformation as
turns was observed only in G221R mutant. On the other hand, the
9
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Table 6
Comparison of the overlap between the 10 eigenvectors each from 10 ns time interval of WT-MTHFR with the eigenvectors from 10 ns
time interval of mutant MTHFR to analyse the convergence of the calculated essential motions within the same simulation trajectory.
The colouring scheme is from 0
1.

segments involved in FAD interaction, helices α4 and α6 have completely transformed as bends in P254S, while α4 and β3 are transformed as loops in F257 V mutant.
Among these 3 mutants, it could be inferred that G221R and P254S
variant is likely to have a more similar structural behaviour to that of
F257 V (which is already known to cause homocystinuria [57]) under
physiologically simulated conditions. Thus, suggestive of G221R and
P254S could be probably associated with homocystinuria.

3.7. Comparative MD analysis of mutants causing functional loss in the
catalytic site of h. MTHFR-1
In this analysis, G387S and R388C variants showed a maximum
RMSD of 0.8 nm and 0.6 nm, respectively at the initial 20 ns of MD run
(Fig. 3b). However, these mutants were found to stabilize at 25 ns with
a constant RMSD of ∼0.5 nm, similar to that of WT. In case of G387D, it
attained stable conformation similar to that of WT (∼0.45 nm) with
minor deviations in the initial 10 ns. Whereas, D585 N was not found to

10
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Fig. 5. Represents the 2D FEL contour plot of h.MTHFR-1 and mutants with functionality loss at allosteric region (a) WT (c) G221R (e) P254S (g) F257 V;
Superimposition of the initial and near native conformations showcasing structural changes of h.MTHFR-1 (b) WT (d) G221R (f) P254S (h) F257V.
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attain a stable conformation throughout the MD run. It also showed a
constant upward trend from 0.2 nm to 0.6 nm till 50 ns. On overall
comparative Rg analysis (Table 2), it was found that, G387D and
D585 N exhibited the highest Rg (∼2.85 nm) in comparison with the
WT (2.7 nm), revealing the attainment of open conformation. In case of
the catalytic domain-specific Rg analysis (Table 2), the G387S mutant
attained higher compactness than WT. On contrary with respect to Rg
of regulatory domain (Table 2), it could be inferred that D585 N to be
the only mutant to have an increased Rg, than WT. On comparative
potential energy analysis (Table 3), D585 N (-2.05e+06 kJ/mol) followed by G387D (-2.06 + 06 kJ/mol) had a higher potential energy
than the WT and other mutants. Thereby signifies the mutant D585 N to
be more destabilising than the other 3 mutant forms.
The SASA (Table 4) of G387D and D585 N variants were marginally
higher (∼340 nm2) than that of WT (300 nm2). This corroborates with
the number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds analysis (Table 4), where
only G387D and D585 N had the least number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds (∼425 H-bonds). On comparative overall RMSF analysis
of all the variants (Fig. 4d-f), D585 N seems to have prominently acquired higher fluctuations, wherein the loop (Ser55-Lys58) and α7
which takes part in FAD binding also featured drastic fluctuations.
G387S also showed considerable fluctuation in RMSF, although not as
the drastic as the D585 N variant. In case of G387D, α16 (Lys414Trp421) showed a larger fluctuation in comparison to WT (∼0.4 nm).
While both α18 and β9 (Leu480-Gln485) that consists of SAH-binding
residues, showed significant fluctuations in all mutant forms. In other
variants except for R388C, there was a drastic increase in the fluctuations at β10 and β11.
From the distance plot analysis of FAD interacting residues
(Table 5), it was inferred that the residues Trp95, His127, Gly158 have
drastically displaced throughout the simulation only in mutant D585 N.
In specific, Gly158 showed vast displacement in all the mutant models
except for G387D mutant, where the residue Asp159 has showed displacement. Moreover, these perturbations as evidenced in the distance
plot corroborates in terms of altered number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds as shown in Fig. 3e. While D585 N and WT maintained 7
stable hydrogen bonds with FAD, only 4 hydrogen bonds were found to
maintain by mutants R388C and G387D with FAD throughout the simulation. Based on distance plot analysis between the Loop (Arg157Tyr174) [catL4] and helix a9 (His263-Ser272) [catH9] (Table 3), of
catalytic domain, it could be inferred that the WT-MTHFR and G387S
mutant have maintained the substrate accommodative open conformation, while the other mutants D585 N, R388C, G387D featured
partial open conformation that shall perturb substrate binding. Among
these mutants, it was highly prominent that G387D and G387S to feature least stable interactions with FAD in terms of electrostatic interactions (-59.8127 KJ/mol) and Vander Waals interactions (-177.271
KJ/mol), respectively (Table S3).
On Eigen vector projection analysis, (Fig.S3) it was inferred that the
mutant forms D585 N (119.942 nm2), G387D (107.712 nm2), and
G387S (105.133 nm2) to have explored a larger subspace than WT and
other mutants. Moreover, this comparatively varying trace of the covariance matrix clearly implies that these mutant forms had undergone a
different structural behaviour due to its increased flexibility than that of
WT and R388C. In addition, the RMSIP analysis of the individual trajectories resulted in RMSIP higher than 0.6, representing convergence
of its respective trajectory during the MD production run (Table S4).
On other hand, the comparative analysis of the mutant Eigen vectors
with WT (Table 6), signifies that all the mutants are least correlated
with WT, as it resulted in RMSIP value of 0.5.
From the secondary structure analysis (Fig.S4), it could be inferred
that SAH-interacting α18 to have significant structural changes
throughout the simulation in mutants, D585 N, G387S, while the substrate-interacting α8, structural loss was observed only in G387S mutant. Apart from these, the most number of secondary structural
changes, specifically at α helical regions have been observed in

mutants. Notably throughout the simulation α1, α13 (D585 N),
α5, α2 and α10 (G387S), α2 ,α17 (R388C), α2, α12 and α15 (G387D)
had completely lost their secondary structure conformation and transformed as loops and bends when compared to WT. Overall, in all these
mutants, beta sheets and bends seemed to have sustained throughout
the simulation. This secondary structure changes highly correlates with
FEL analysis based superimposition of initial and near native structures
for all the mutants and WT (Fig. 6).
On overall analysis, it could be inferred that D585 N and G387S
mutants might lead to MTHFR deficiency, as it aligns to structural attributes of G387D which is a known mutant form, thereby leading to
MTHFR deficiency [58].
3.8. Comparative MD analysis of mutants causing functionality loss in
allosteric and catalytic sites of h. MTHFR-1
In case of allosteric cum catalytic loss analysis based on MD, WT
showed increased RMSD initially for 10 ns, yet had maintained a stable
deviation of ∼0.1 nm till the end of the simulation (Fig. 3c). The RMSD
of the A222 V was highly increased (∼0.9 nm) with respect to WT
(∼0.45 nm) and other mutant forms, thereby suggesting a highly destabilising effect on protein backbone (Fig. 3c). T227 M showed
minimal RMSD of 0.6 nm initially for 15 ns, yet attained stability after
20 ns, and was similar to that of H127 T, W500C and WT. On comparative Rg analysis (Table 2), it was observed that the mutant H127 T,
A222 V, T227 M showed a comparatively lower compactness
(∼2.85 nm) than WT. With respect to the Rg of the catalytic domain
(Table 2), it could be inferred that the mutant forms W500C and
T227 M, to have attained opened conformation with increased Rg.
Whilst, the mutants H127 T, T227 M tend to attain open conformation
than WT in case of Regulatory domain Rg. Among all the mutants,
A222 V had an overall higher potential energy of -1.88e+06 kJ/mol,
followed by T227 M with –1.9e+06 kJ/mol than WT (-2.06e+06 kJ/
mol) (Table 3). This signifies that the mutants A222 V and T227 M are
the most destabilising when compared to WT and other mutants. In
SASA analysis (Table 4), it could be inferred that A222 V followed by
H127 T to acquire perturbations in solvent accessible area and that
might impact its substrate binding. The number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds (Table 4) A222 V followed by W500C showed least
number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds (∼420 H-bonds), which
indicates the loss of fewer of NH interactions than WT.
The distance analysis of FAD interacting residues (Table 5), showed
that only in mutant H127 T an increased displacement of residues
(Trp95, His127, Asp159) than other mutants with respect to WT is
observed. However, the displacement of residues were also observed in
other mutants respectively, T227 M (Trp95, Arg157), A222 V (Gly158,
Asp159) and W500C (His127, Gly158). Moreover, on analysis of intermolecular hydrogen bond with FAD (Fig. 3f), it could be inferred
that mutants W500C and A222 V were found to exhibit 7 stable hydrogen bonds with FAD as that of WT 7 stable hydrogen bonds. While
T227 M and H127 T were found to acquire least number of hydrogen
bonds with FAD, i.e., a maximum of 3–4 hydrogen bonds
The regulatory domain spanning segments β9 (SAH-binding region)
and α17 of H127 T exhibited higher fluctuation (Fig. 4g–i). While in
case of A222 V, the fluctuations were most discernible in the loop regions of the regulatory domain and the linker region. In specific, the
highest RMSF of ∼0.8 nm was observed in a loop region (Arg157Tyr174) preceding α6 in the catalytic domain and a hairpin loop
(Phe555-Ile569) in the regulatory domain. Overall, the RMSF of
T227 M had a similar pattern to that of A222 V, while the most notable
peak in RMSF (∼1 nm) was noticed in α17 (Glu428-Ser440) of the
regulatory domain (Fig. 4g–i). In case of W500C, catalytic domain
spanning segments, α2 (Ala70-Ala86) along with β3 (Thr124-Thr129)
which is involved in FAD binding, was found to undergo significant
fluctuations. This might be due to the proximal occurrence of the SAH
binding residues to the β sheets 10–11, and shall have implications in
12
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Fig. 6. Represents the 2D FEL contour plot of h.MTHFR-1 and mutants with functionality loss at catalytic region (a) G387D (c) G387S (e) R388C (g) D585 N;
Superimposition of the initial and near native conformations showcasing structural changes of h.MTHFR-1 (b) G387D (d) G387S (f) R388C (h) D585N.
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Fig. 7. Represents the 2D FEL contour plot of h.MTHFR-1 (a) H127 T (c) A222 V (e) T227 M (g) W500C; Superimposition of the initial and near native conformations
showcasing structural changes of h.MTHFR-1 (b) H127 T (d) A222 V (f) T227 M (h) W500C.
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the binding SAH in all the mutants (Fig. 4g–i).
From the distance plot of Loop (Arg157-Tyr174) [catL4] and helix α9
(His263-Ser272) [catH9], it could be inferred that only WT to have maintained an open conformation. While all mutants showed minimal distance
in the increasing order of W500C < T227M < H127T < A222 V, thereby
attaining a closed conformation (Table 3). Overall, T227 M mutant was
found to show least stable interaction with FAD than WT and other mutants.
However, W500C showed a higher average energy in terms of electrostatic
interactions with FAD (Table S3).
Eigen vectors generated based on Principal Component Analysis
represents the essential conformational subspace of the protein along
with its corresponding Eigen values obtained during the simulation.
Hence, the projection of those principal components (PCs) defines the
stable states of the protein. Based on these projections, it was inferred
that WT forms a well-defined cluster, whilst A222 V to occupy a larger
area of subspace followed by H127 T, especially along the PC1 plane
than other mutants when compared to WT (Fig.S3). It is noted that the
trace of the diagonalized covariance matrix of the C?? atomic positional
fluctuations projects the overall flexibility of the protein. Thereby, in
the covariance matrix, a trace of 71.3679 nm2 was observed for wild
type, while the mutant A222 V and H127 T showed a higher value of
216.391 nm2 and 121.567 nm2, respectively. This indicates that these
mutants have undergone varied flexibility and structural behaviour
when compared to other mutant forms. On the other hand, W500C was
found to acquire a lesser covariance matrix value of 74.680 nm2 than
other mutants, showing that the behaviour of the mutant form is similar
to that of WT. This was highly featured in subspace comparison of
mutants with respect to WT (Table 6), resulted in RMSIP value of about
0.5 for all mutants signifying fair correlation of the mutants with WT.
However, the overlapping of independent Eigen vectors of h-MTHFR-1
WT and mutants resulted in RMSIP higher than 0.6, indicates fair
convergence of the trajectories as it tends towards 1 (Table S4).
On superimposition of FEL based near native conformation and the
initial structures of mutants and WT, it was observed that only α19 and
α3 were the only secondary structures that had prominent changes in
all the mutants (Fig. 7). On comparison of the secondary structural
changes in both the MT with the WT, prominent modifications in the
α−helices can be noted throughout the structure. In the case of W500C,
the substrate interacting residues of α9 had shown significant structural
changes, while α2 had undergone changes after 18 ns when compared
to WT (Fig. S5). Apart from that, a complete loss of α14 was observed
in H127 T and T227 M. Moreover, the α17 and α18 (involved in SAH
binding) were found to be transformed as bends during the simulation
run. In A222 V, after 15 ns, α18 (involved in SAH binding) was found to
undergo structural changes (Fig.S5), while α2 and α13 had completely
lost its secondary structure with reference to WT.
On collective inference of all the results, it could be predicted that

W500C which confers similar pattern of structural behaviour to that the
reported pathogenic mutations A222 V [59–61], H127 T [57], T227 M
[62] that leads to MTHFR deficiency. Moreover, it also showed more
proximity in terms structural behaviour of A222 V than other mutants.
This also hints about probable manifestation of W500C in MTHFR deficiency mediated ocular disorders.
3.9. Mutational impact on substrate binding onto MTHFR as inferred based
on molecular docking studies
On docking of substrate (CH3-THF) to WT and the 11 mutants, as
expected WT higher binding affinity to the substrate than the mutant
forms. WT residues Gln267, Asp291, Arg325 formed strong hydrogen
bond and prominent ionic (Arg266) and π-H interactions (His263) with
substrate (Table 7 and Fig. 8). Among the mutant forms with catalytic
loss, the binding affinity was altered in the order of G387D >
T227 M > R388C > W500C > A222 V substrate (Table 7 and Fig. 8)
when compared to WT. However, the mutants with functionality loss at
allosteric site showed higher binding affinity when compared to other
mutants but was lesser than WT. On overall analysis of substrate
docking across all the mutants, it could be inferred that residues
Arg266, Gln267, Lys270 to favour hydrogen bond formation in most of
the mutants, whilst Gln228 of W500C formed a strong π-π interaction
with CH3-THF. Thus, these results strongly infer that the mutations at
catalytic site to highly impact on the binding of the substrate.
On docking of SAH to allosteric site of the WT and 11 mutants, it
was inferred that the WT has higher binding affinity of -8.64112Kcal/
mol when compared to the mutant forms (Table 8 and Fig. 8). The WT
residues Asn456, Ala461, Glu463, Thr464, Ser484, and Gln485 formed
stable hydrogen bonded interactions with SAH, as reported earlier in
the crystal complex [23]. A prominent π-π interaction of Asn483 residue with SAH was also observed (Table 8). The mutants with complete functionality loss (allosteric + catalytic): A222 V, T227 M, W500C
and H127 T showed the least affinity towards SAH, followed by mutants
with functionality loss at allosteric site alone: G221R, P254S and
F257 V. However, in case of both these kinds of mutants, stable hydrogen bond interaction by residues Ala461, Glu463, Thr481, Ser484
and Gln485 with SAH was observed as similar to that of WT. Mutants
with functionality loss at catalytic site showed higher binding affinity
towards SAH than other types of mutants, as these formed prominent
ionic and π-π interaction with SAH.
4. Conclusion
In this study, strategic culling and analysis of human MTHFR
nsSNPs resulted in eleven (H127 T, G221R, A222 V, T227 M, P254S,
F257 V, G387D, G387S, R388C, W500C and D585 N) highly deleterious

Table 7
Docking Energies and interaction analysis of h.MTHFR-CH3-THF (substrate) complexes (WT and 11 mutants).
MTHFR in complex with CH3-THF

Wild Type
H127T
G221R
A222V
T227M
P254S
F257V
G387D
G387S
R388C
W500C
D585N

Energy (kcal/mol)

−7.49
−7.0484
−7.4172
−6.8877
−6.3411
−7.2655
−7.4243
−5.8466
−7.0473
−6.7026
−6.8285
−6.9604

Interacting Residues
Hydrogen bond

Ionic

π-π

Gln267, Asp291, Arg325
Leu271, Lys273, Gln228, Thr94
Gln267, Lys273, Pro202, Arg157, Arg157, His201
Arg157, Lys273, Gln228, Ser272
Glu63, Tyr197, Gln228, Lys270, Gln267, Arg266
Gln267, Lys270, Arg68, Asn324
Leu323, Lys273, Lys270
Arg266, Lys270, Lys273
Glu63, Lys273, Gln228, Ser272, His201, Pro202
Arg157, Asp159, Lys273
Glu63, His201
Ser272, Glu63, Lys273, Lys199

Arg266
Glu463
Arg157

His263

*The residues in bold are the interacting residues in the native form of h.MTHFR.
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Fig. 8. Represents the docked complexes of h.MTHFR-1 with substrate CH3-THF and SAH (a) WT (b) H127 T (c) G221R (d) A222 V (e) T227 M (f) P254S (g) F257 V
(h) G387D (i) G387S (j) R388C (k) W500C (l) D585 N; where h.MTHFR-1 is represented as cartoon, While co-factor FAD (blue), and substrates CH3-THF(red) and
SAH (pink) are represented as sticks.
Table 8
Docking Energies and interaction analysis of h.MTHFR-SAH (substrate) complexes (WT and 11 mutants).
MTHFR in complex with SAH

Wild Type
H127T
G221R
A222V
T227M
P254S
F257V
G387D
G387S
R388C
W500C
D585N

Energy (kcal/mol)

−8.64112
−7.16
−7.2215
−7.4388
−7.1981
−7.4175
−7.3181
−7.675
−7.5513
−7.9213
−7.2498
−7.697

Types of interaction
Hydrogen bond

Ionic

π -π

Glu463, Gln485, Asn483, Thr464, Asn456, Ser484, Ala461
Ser484, Ala461, Asn483, Thr481
Glu463, Ser484, Ser369, Thr481, Arg345, Gln485, Pro348
Glu463, Asn456, Thr481, Gln485, Thr573, Ser484, Ala461, Thr464, Leu460
Glu463, Gln485, Asn483, Ala461, Ser369, Pro348
Pro364, Ile365, Ser484, Glu463, Pro459, Arg363, Pro348, Ala368
Ile497, Gln485, Pro348, Ala462, Glu463
Gln485, Ser484, Thr573, Ser369, Asn456
Thr464, Glu463, Gln485, Leu460, Ala461, Ala368, Ser369
Glu463, Gln509, Thr481, Arg345
Ser484, Glu458, Thr481
Thr481, Ile482, Asp457, Asn483, Ala461, Glu458

Glu463, Arg345
Glu463
Glu463, Arg345

Asn483

Glu463
Arg345
Glu463
Glu463, Arg345
Ser369

*The residues in bold are the interacting residues in the native form of h.MTHFR.

and unstable mutants. Moreover, these mutants were further segregated
based on predicted functionality loss at allosteric site (G221R, P254S,
and F257 V), catalytic site (G387D, G387S, R388C, D585 N) and loss at
both allosteric and catalytic sites (H127 T, A222 V, T227 M, W500C).

Though the pathogenicity of these mutant forms are significant as per
sequence and structure-based predictions, from MD simulations and
substrate docking studies it could be predicted that P254S, W500C and
D585 N to be probably associated with homocystinuria. As these
16
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mutants showed significant perturbation at both structural and functional perspectives synonymous to of known mutations F257 V, A222 V,
G387D associated to homocystinuria. In particular, structural behaviour of F257 V (a known variant causing MTHFR deficiency) was
closely mimicked by P254S, in terms of decrement in structural compactness, least binding affinity of the substrate and altered interactions
with co-factor. Whereas, in case of D585 N and W500C, a partial open
conformation of the catalytic domain was observed due to close proximal placement of CatL4 and CatH9 regions, as inferred from MD
analysis. Thus, shall result in altered substrate interactions. Moreover,
D585 N and W500C also featured structural perturbations similar to
that of known homocystinuria causative mutants G387D and A222 V,
respectively. On collective analysis of all the results, right from sequence to structure based methods, it could be inferred that P254S
(spanning the catalytic domain), W500C and D585 N (spanning the
regulatory domain) to have impact the formation of secondary structural elements leading to decreased substrate affinity. Moreover, the
predicted catalytic and allosteric functional loss due to these three
mutations shall manifest at the functional level leading to compromised
enzymatic role of human MTHFR in folate metabolism. It could be
noted that W500C shall also play a role in the onset of ocular disorders
as it featured a close structural behaviour to that of A222 V which is
known to manifest in PCAG (Primary angle closure glaucoma) [61].
However, needs further experimental and clinical validations. By this
study we also propose a highly integrative methodology to prioritize
pathogenic variants which shall be implemented for other relevant
studies.
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